Infor Xi

What’s new in the
Infor Xi platform

Rise to a new level of software
sophistication
Success in the digital business era
requires a coherent, coordinated effort
across your entire enterprise. It's nearly
impossible to accomplish that with an
assortment of disparate, disconnected
technologies. You need to get beyond
the habit of reconciling data from
multiple silos through an ad hoc
assortment of spreadsheets, if you want

Take advantage of Infor expertise
The Infor® Xi technology platform gives you unparalleled
capabilities for integrating and extending the applications
that make your business successful. By giving you a single
unified platform, with a cutting edge user experience and
unmatched analytical capabilities, Infor Xi makes it easier
for you to tailor and expand your technology infrastructure
to meet the needs of your business. It also helps users
feel as instantly familiar with your software as they do with
their favorite online shopping and social media platforms.
With Infor Xi, you’ll be ready to deal with the coming wave
of digital transformation and stay successful, in spite of
new challenges.

to stay competitive. With a fully
connected technology platform that
handles integration, analysis, and
collaboration, you can apply
enterprise-wide focus to the challenges
of your industry.

Enhance the value of your Infor solutions with
Infor Xi technology.

Get a platform for success
The Infor Xi platform gives your company the perfect platform for growth—a unified, highly integrated technology
framework that preserves your freedom to choose, configure, and target business-specific solutions to your
exact needs

Advance to more
innovative technology

■

The technologies within the Infor Xi platform were
designed to cover the widest possible range of
emerging business needs. Those technologies
include:
■

■

■

■

Infor ION®—The newest version of Infor ION
integration technology, built on HTML5, gives you
better performance, richer search capabilities, and
easier integration than ever before. Its newly
enhanced graphical mapper gives you a clearer,
more intuitive tool for building process flows.

Other Infor Xi supporting technologies that help deliver
great performance include:
■

Infor ION API—By giving you richer, more varied
paths for gaining programmatic access to data, the
Infor ION API extends the power and value of your
Infor solutions in new ways. You’ll gain the potential
for more powerful mobile capabilities, better access
to analysis, and the ability to give third party
solutions access to data from your Infor solutions.
Infor Ming.le™—Our groundbreaking collaboration
and business process management technology
now features extraordinary Hook & Loop user
experience design and workflow automation
capabilities to help you be more productive
anytime, anywhere.
Infor Document Management—Infor Document
Management now offers unmatched simplicity and
ease of use for all your document management
needs. By giving you a single document
management interface to serve all your Infor
solutions, you can easily find, manage, and
generate value from the information
you accumulate.
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Infor Business Intelligence—You’ll gain better
productivity and a rich, intuitive user experience
with Infor Business Intelligence for the Infor Xi
platform. Because business intelligence is woven
deeply into core Infor Xi technology, your BI
content and data insights will become a seamless
part of your business workflow and collaboration
process.

■

■

Infor ION Business Vault—The Infor ION Business
Vault dramatically accelerates reporting and
analytics by moving critical background functions
onto a separate, dedicated resource, making it
unnecessary to wait overnight for analysis of critical
business data. With Infor Xi technology, Infor ION
Business Vault draws on rich data connections
between many different types of data systems. It
can rapidly reveal issues affecting different parts of
your business that you might not otherwise
recognize.
Infor Federated Services—Infor XI technology
improves the performance of federated services
and makes it greatly easier for you to manage new
users, give access to applications, and integrate
application functions across your enterprise.
Hook & Loop™ UX – The newest version of Infor Xi
features our advanced Hook & Loop user
experience, designed to be more meaningful,
pleasurable, convenient, usable, reliable and
functional. The Infor user experience will change
what you expect from business software.
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Move to a consistent, unified technology experience
You can rapidly enhance the value of all your Infor solutions with the support of the newest version of the Infor Xi
platform. With easier integration, single sign-on, and improved user management, you’ll gain a fully integrated
technology experience that can translate into better performance throughout your organization.

Benefits:
■

Easier integration

■

More extensive single sign on

■

Better user management

■

Simpler maintenance

Learn more about Infor Xi >
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